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REALIZING STUDENTS’ FULL POTENTIAL

IMPORTANT DATES

"Every time you tear a leaf off a calendar, you
present a new place for new ideas and
progress.” - Charles Kettering, 1876-1958, American Inventor
Dear MS 890 Family,
Happy new year! I hope you enjoyed the
holiday season and the time off. It is
important to spend time with loved
ones.
The 2018 calendar year is off to a great
start for our school community. This
month, we are focusing on college and
career readiness. We have several events
and trips planned for students to expose
them to potential college and career
options that match their interests. On
Friday January 12, we will have students
from Brooklyn College Academy visit
MS 890 and speak about their
experience taking college level classes
and the college application process.
Additionally, all of our students will visit
a college campus within the month.
Hosting sites include Brooklyn College,
Vaughn College of Aeronautics, and
Pratt institute.

We want students to understand that
their path to a successful and rewarding
career can begin as early as 6th grade.
We hope that through these
experiences, students will feel that they
have a wide array of options at their
fingertips, right in their backyard.
Lastly, we are looking for parents to get
involved to assist us in making these
events memorable for our students. If
you would like to help chaperone on a
school trip or help to plan career day,
please reach out.
Thank you for your continued support
and dedication to our students. Here’s to
a prosperous 2018!

January 13th
Healing Through Art Auction Event
STUDENT LEADERSHIP
(Hosted
by the PA) 3:00 PM
Congratulations to the following
students who were elected by their

January
15th as the leadership of the
peers to serve
Martin
Jr. Daybody as a
Student Luther
Council King
and student
(NO
SCHOOL)
whole:

Issue Date

th
President:17Ttaha
Elbroul
January
Vice President:
Gabriel
Ornegri Your
Parent
Workshop:
Supporting
Treasurer:
Erick
Quezada
Child in ELA (8:00 AM in Library)

January 24th
Parent Workshop: Supporting Your
Child in Math (8:00 AM in Library)
January 25th
Student Progress Reports Distributed
January 26th
Career Day
Title 1 Parent Meeting

Sincerely,

January 27th
Tentative start to Saturday Academy
Nicholas Frangella
Principal, I.A.

Sign Up For Remind to Get Important Updates about School Events!
Text @662a97
to number 81010
Or send an email to 662a97@mail.remind.com

January 30th
Stop the Bleed Workshop 3:00 PM
Hosted by Maimonides Medical Center
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Pajama Day @ MS 890
Students came dressed in their most
comfortable pajamas on December
21st in an effort to fundraise for
charity.

December Students of
the Month
Congratulations to the following students who were
recognized for their hard work, perseverance and
dedication in their classes. The following students were
nominated by their teachers as the Students of the
Month of December:
https: //www.bbg. org/im g/u ploa ds/commu nity/inline/gb_bug.j pg

Math – Dominic Page (Class 619)
LOTE Korean – Aeriana Brown (Class 604)
Social Studies – Alexander Xique (Class 604)
Science – Jonathan Mucino (Class 603)
Math – Deisy Garcia (Class 602)
ELA – Houseinatou Diallo (Class 601)
Music – Joshua Blake (Class 602)

Winter Unity Concert
On December 19th, students performed in the first
annual winter concert. The theme of the
performance was “unity.” Students from both MS
890 and our collocated elementary school, PS 889
performed various works, including the finale “We
are the World.” Kudos to Ms. Russo for
orchestrating such a wonderful performance!

Winter Jam
We hosted our first annual Winter Jam on December 22nd.
Students enjoyed cookies and milk, dancing to music, and
arts and crafts like ornament making and cookie decorating.
Thank you to our Parent Association for making the event a
success!
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Upcoming Parent
Workshops in ELA and Math
Based on feedback from the parent survey, we are
offering two parent workshops this month. We
welcome your participation!
Wednesday January 17th; 8:00 – 9:00 AM
Supporting your child in ELA
Wednesday January 24th; 8:00 – 9:00 AM
Supporting your child in Math
MS 890 teachers will review the content your child
is learning in each subject area, sample exams
questions, and the format of the upcoming state
exams.
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Parent Survey Results
Thank you to all parents and family members who responded to the
mid-year survey. Here is a snapshot of responses to some of the
questions:
 82% of parents rated their overall experience at MS 890 a 5/5
 90% of parents agreed or strongly agreed that the school staff
works hard to build trusting relationships with families
 20 % of parents said they wanted to see a stronger arts program
 23% of parents said they wanted to see stronger extracurricular
and enrichment opportunities
 70% of parents wanted to see more workshop opportunities
around math content
 37% of parents wanted to see more workshop opportunities
around monitoring social media

Who’s Got Game?
Just before the Winter Break, MS 890’s Physical Education and Health Teacher, Mr. Belsky, led NIA Basketball Tryouts
in search of dedicated After-School participants to fill the 30 available slots (15 for boys and 15 for girls). The highly
anticipated tryouts garnered a turnout of just under 50 potential student athletes!

Wonder Field Trip
On Thursday, December 21st, NIA After-School participants of
MS 890 embarked on a fun-filled field trip to the Kent Movie
Theater to see ‘Wonder’. With the film being a big-screen
adaption of the New York Times Bestseller and one of the
students’ summer reading assignments, the excursion was a
wonderful close to the 2017 calendar year. Students received a
complementary popcorn, small soft drink and an afternoon full of
memories.

During tryouts, Mr. Belsky tested for agility,
dedication, and sportsmanship and selected 28
athletes based on the aforementioned criteria.
Our newly formed teams meet twice a week in
preparation to compete against other NIA
Intramural Teams with the girls being coached
by Mr. Enny and the boys coached by Mr.
Belsky. Be sure to look out for their game
schedule!
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JANUARY AT A GLANCE
Social Studies
Students will analyze the characteristics
of belief systems and religions and how
they are the same and or different.
Topics of focus will include Hinduism,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism,
Shintoism, Islam, Christianity, Judaism,
Sikhism, and the development and
spread of these religions in the Eastern
Hemisphere. Students will analyze and
identify the meanings of sacred texts in
the establishment and spread of major
religions.

Science
Students will deepen their
understanding of air pressure,
atmospheric conditions, climate, and
weather disasters. Activities include a
robotics lab on the earth’s atmosphere,
an air pressure lab, followed by a lab on
heating earth's surfaces. As students
conduct theses labs, they will use
various materials to collect and analyze
data and connect their findings to the
overall concept of weather and climate.
Students will engage in several learning
tasks to help them further understand
how weather and climate affect people's
lives and create an infographic showing
their findings on severe weather
conditions. This will serve as a
foundation for concepts related to the
earth’s atmosphere, weather, and
climate.

English Language Arts
In ELA, students are reading texts about
exploration. Through novel excerpts,
articles, and historical accounts, students
are considering the legacies of famous
explorers and critically analyzing
exploration's place in contemporary
society. Later in the month, students will
write blog posts modeled after mountclimber Samantha Larson's To the Top of
Everest and write argumentative essays
about the future of the space program.
Students are also reading our second class

novel, Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli,
utilizing "thinking routines" (based on
Harvard University's Project Zero
protocols) to meaningfully and creatively
respond to the text.

Math
This month we are hitting the ground
running with decimal operations. We will
begin reviewing adding, subtracting, and
multiplying decimals and then focus on
dividing multi-digit decimals using long
division. It is a standard that students are
able to make these types of calculations
without a calculator. This will lead us into
making calculations using percentages.
Students will learn how to calculate sales
price, discounts, tax, and many other
applications using percentages. This will
connect to our previous unit on ratios,
since a percentage is a part to whole ratio.
Next we will explore fractional operations.
Students will learn how to divide fractions
and understand that when we divide two
numbers, our quotient is not always
smaller than our divisor or dividend.

Music
Students began the new year by
exploring tempo for the first time
through listening activities and
assigning animals to the different
tempo speeds. Symphony Space will
make their final visit to our school for
a workshop on African vocals and
drumming. Once the workshop has
concluded, students will finish up their
study of dynamics by reviewing for
and taking a three part exam on
dynamics in music.

Musical History
MS 890 is alive with the Sound of Music!
Students in Musical History began the
new year by using their prior
knowledge, as well as a National
Geographic article to learn basic facts
about World War 2. Students will use

that knowledge to look for clues of
World War 2 in Act 1 on the Sound of
Music through a close video analysis of
the film and lyric analysis of certain
songs.

Robotics
This month we will be building a little
more than we have in the past. As a
class we will start by building an “arm”
using the medium motor. Students are
going to use the medium motor as a
sensor to “grasp” items and properly
place them in a proper spot. Students
will combine their knowledge of
building and all of their sensors to
complete a variety of challenges. The
major challenge students are faced with
is having their bot sort colored objects
into their proper location just like it
would on an assembly line.

Blended Learning / AIS
In the month of January, students will
continue with the new class routine of
completing Blended Learning
worksheets as they work to record their
work process independently. Students
will learn to generate keywords to
search for articles of their own
interests. Moreover, from January 12th
to February 12th, Achieve 3000 is
holding a winter challenge for students
to win a pizza party for their class at MS
890. To win, a class must have an
average of 1 or more activity per week
at the close of the contest. The class
with the highest average activity score
will win a pizza party in February.
Scores must be above 75% to be eligible
to win.
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LOTE : Korean
Students in LOTE: Korean have
completed Unit 2: School Life and will
begin Unit 3, learning grammar,
vocabulary, and expressions related to
asking and telling directions in Korean.
As students practice using prepositional
words and expressions, they will also
explore different places inKorea to learn
about distinctive features and cultural
practices of each region in the country.
Please encourages students to review
materials learned from Unit 1 and Unit 2
by watching the videos posted on our
school website.

Journalism
Journalism students are collaboratively
writing articles about recent community
events as we assemble our first-ever
print publication. Students are learning
to research, write, format, and edit
their own work for print and online
publishing. Look for students' latest
writing and photographs on the Student
Newspaper section of MS 890's website.

Food Science
Students will continue to deepen their
understanding of the importance of
technology in the food industry.
Students will first complete a project on
the importance of food safety, and
learn about the various ways companies
keep food safe from harmful
microorganisms. Students will be
introduced to concepts related to

genetics and how genetic information is
the basis for traits of living organisms.
Students will then learn about how
genetically modified food products are
engineered, how they revolutionized
the food industry, and influenced our
lives. The final project will be to create
a website and include a blog evaluating
the pros and cons of genetically
modified food products.

Origin Story
Students will continue working on their
“pourquoi” paintings and 2 nd edition
comic books. We will be moving on to
Greek mythology and exploring
creation myths and identifying the
geographical features of the mythical
world. This will help students enhance
their own fantasy worlds within their
comic books and provide them with the
opportunity to showcase their
imaginative abilities. We will also be
thinking critically about creation myths
and how and why they came to be.
Students will establish cross curricular
connections to identify gods that are
frequently referred to in literature
across civilizations and identify
similarities and differences between
them.

Future Engineers
In December, the students designed a
bridge to compete against their
classmates on the stability of bridges
and what is required for a bridge to be a
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sturdy structure. This month, we will
test out our bridges to see which one
will hold the most weight. In addition,
we will start our Electrical Engineering
unit, where students will design and
draw circuits. In this unit, we will also
investigate how electrical engineering is
used for everyday use and how it affects
our daily lives. In Feburary, the Future
Engineers will be taking a class field trip
to Building 92 in Fort Greene and
students will be introduced to STEM
challenges facing urban designers.
Discuss issues of combined sewer
overflow, high population density, and
the urban heat island effect (aka, why
NYC is so hot!). Observe design features
of BLDG 92 designed to combat those
challenges, such as a green roof and
propose your own solutions to ongoing
challenges at the Yard.

Urban Agriculture
Students in urban agriculture are
working on their invasive species
project. Students are researching the
threat and destruction invasive species
have had on the environment and eco
systems in the United States, and how
the government is working to stop their
spread. Students chose a specific
invasive species and researched how
that individual species hurt the
environment it was introduced to.
Students are also working with partners
to create PowerPoint presentations to
deliver oral presentations of their
findings.
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CAREER DAY
CALLING ALL FAMILIES!
Career Day is Friday, January 26th. We need your help in planning this event in order
to make it a successful and worthwhile experience for our students.
We are looking for family members who can:
 Share their field of work with students
 Demonstrate tools that they may use on the job or show pictures of where they
work and what they do
 Describe the education path that might be needed for their field of work
 Coordinate for friends or colleagues that might also be interested in coming
and sharing with our students
 Perform outreach to local community organizations and institutions (i.e.
NYPD, FDNY, EMS, local library) to ensure a wide array of careers are
represented.
Please contact the main office if you would like to help out (929) 397 9200 or email
Mr. Frangella at nfrangella@schools.nyc.gov

Eight 9 Zero

We hope MS
to see
youMonthly
then!
890’s

Newsletter

21 Hinckley Pl
Brooklyn NY 11218
Ms890.org
929-397-9200
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